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not the spur which the Prime Minister at the Guild-
hall on the 4th September 1914 addressed to the
nation in his * Call to Arms \ But the British official
had not anticipated that his request to the Egyptian
Government would be curtly refused; still less did
he expect to be told, if he insisted upon joining the
Army, that he would be considered to have resigned
his appointment in the Civil Service. Every applicant,
young or old, untrained or trained in arms, received
no other reply. Not all were prepared to accept it
as final. Many were genuinely puzzled to understand
how they had become so suddenly indispensable to the
Civil Service; others were furious that Englishmen
should be punished for a simple act of patriotism.
They asked no more from the Egyptian Government
than that their appointments should be kept open if the
holders returned to Egypt.1 So impetuous were some
that they accepted the decision of the Government
and resigned their appointments. The majority
hesitated to pursue so undignified and improper a
course. It was not for subordinates to say whether
their duty was to fight or to remain at their civilian
posts; the decision lay more properly with the
departmental chief of every volunteer. Elementary
discipline clearly demanded from all agreement with
that principle. Older men set to work, therefore, to
urge the Egyptian Government to consider who of
their British officials were truly indispensable to the
conduct of business, and who were not. Very soon
it was evident that the senior Englishmen of the
. Service were not in accord upon this point. While
some maintained that no one of their staff could be
spared, others were insistent that Egypt must make
her sacrifice like other employees of labour. Similar
1 In hisc Call to Arms * speech at the Guildhall, Mr. Asquith ended
as follows: * The appeal which we make Is addressed quite as much
to their employers as to the men themselves, The latter ought to be
assured of reinstatement in their positions at the end of the War.'

